Titanic’s Kelvin Sounding Machine
By Bob Read, D.M.D.
Introduction
Since antiquity, ships have needed to gauge the depth of the water within which they were
navigating. For most of history, that was accomplish by the hand thrown sounding lead. With
the advent of steam ships which had deeper drafts and traveled faster, a solution was required
to overcome the deficiencies of the hand thrown lead when used aboard these new ships. This
article will examine the Kelvin sounding machine which was invented to address the
deficiencies of the hand thrown sounding lead. Major aspects of the structure and function of
this machine will be examined.

History
In 1876, Sir William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) patented an improved sounding machine.
Between 1903 and 1906 Lord Kelvin worked with the Royal Navy to develop the Mark IV
sounding machine. This machine was patented in 1907 by Kelvin and James White Ltd. One of
the improvements in this 1907 patent was that it had an electric motor to rewind the sounding
wire and lead. Some refer to this machine as a “Kelvite” sounding machine. In 1913, Lord
Kelvin’s company became Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird Ltd. It was only after this reorganization
that the term “Kelvite” was adopted. The Mark IV machine continued in use with only minor
modifications into the 1960s.

Structure
This article will only describe the major components of the 1907 Mark IV patent of Lord Kelvin’s
sounding machine. At the end of this article is an appendix which contains the original 1907
patent. It has more details than will be described here.
The sounding machine had a framework in which was suspended a reel on which the sounding
wire was wound. Outside the frame was a hand operated brake wheel which slowed the
movement of the wire wheel. Under the wire reel was a motor which was geared to the wire
reel to turn it to rewind the sounding wire after it had reached the sea bed. A junction box had
a speed control lever. On top of the frame was a dial which indicated depth up to 300 feet.
There were handles which could be attached to the brake wheel and the wire reel axle on the
opposite side so that the sounding wire could be rewound manually if necessary. A multi-view
drawing of the Kelvin Mark IV sounding machine is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Kelvin Mark IV Sounding machine

Auxiliary Equipment
The sounding machine required auxiliary equipment to be able to perform the sounding
procedure. So that the sounding wire could be kept far enough away from the side of the ship
and not foul the propellers, a 30-foot sounding spar was used. The spar was no more than 51/2 inches at its greatest diameter. At its inboard end, the spar had a gooseneck fitting which
fit in an eye on the forward, outboard bulwark of the boat deck. To maintain the spar in a
horizontal position which was parallel to the water surface, there was a band on the outboard
end of the spar. This band had two lateral eyes and an upper eye. To these eyes were attached
a fore and after guy and a topping lift.
The sounding machine was bolted to the deck and had a fixed electrical connection for the
motor and the dial light. The sheave on the sounding spar for the sounding wire was a
specialized unit known as a “carrier”. This carrier unit is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Carrier unit on sounding spar
This carrier was slipped over the inboard end of the sounding spar before the spar was attached
to the bulwark. The carrier was moved to its outboard position and back again by means of an
inhaul and an outhaul line which traveled through a sheave morticed into the end of the
sounding spar. After the carrier was attached to the spar, the sounding wire was fed through
an opening in the bulwark and through the sheave of the carrier. The sounding lead was then
attached to the sounding wire.

Figure 3 shows a plan view of the forward, port area of Titanic’s boat deck before the sounding
machine and auxiliary equipment is rigged.

Figure 3

Plan view of forward, port boat deck area prior to rigging sounding machine
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Figure 4 is a plan view of the sounding machine rigged for operation.

Figure 4

Plan view of sounding machine rigged for operation
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Figure 5 is an elevation view from aft looking forward showing the sounding machine rigged for
operation.

Figure 5

Elevation view from aft looking forward showing sounding machine rigged for
operation
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Figure 6 is an elevation view from outboard looking inboard showing the sounding machine
rigged for operation.

Figure 6

Elevation view looking inboard at sounding machine rigged for operation
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Figure 7 is an elevation from outboard looking inboard showing the toping lift rigged through
one of the painters’ line sheaves. The fore and after guys are belayed to boat bitts.

Figure 7

Elevation looking inboard showing rigging of topping lift
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Operation
All of the steps involved in the operation of the sounding machine will not be described here.
An appendix is included at the end of this article which gives operational steps in greater detail.
Once the machine and the auxiliary equipment are rigged for operation, at least two crewmen
operate the machine as is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

Crewmen operating the sounding machine
The sounding lead is lowered to just above the surface of the water. When the order is given to
“let go”, the brake on the sounding machine is released and the sounding lead begins to sink.
The brake operator keeps one hand on the brake and in the other hand he has a “feeler” which
he holds on the sounding wire. When he feels the wire go slack with the feeler, he applies the
brake. Figure 9 shows a “feeler”.
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Figure 9

Feeler
The other crewman then reads the depth indicated on the dial atop the sounding machine.
Figure 10 shows the dial marked in feet.

Figure 10

Dial of sounding machine marked in feet

The reading is conveyed to the officer of the watch. The sounding machine operator then
rewinds the sounding wire with the motor until it is ready to take another sounding.

Use of the Sounding Machine
The sounding machine can be used in any depth or at any ship’s speed usually up to 18 knots.
However, the hand lead is usually used to take depth soundings in relatively shallow pilotage
waters and at relative slow speeds. The sounding machine can be used to verify the accuracy of
the hand lead if needed. The sounding machine is usually used outside of pilotage waters and
within anchorage waters to verify the ship’s position with regard to depth charts and to verify
the depth before dropping anchor.

Chemical Sounding Tubes
A very accurate means for depth soundings involved the use of chemically treated tubes. In this
method a glass tube was lined with a chemical coating. There was water at the bottom of the
tube. The tube was attached just above the sounding lead. As it descended, increasing water
pressure forced the water to rise within the tube. As the rising water in the tube contacted the
chemical coating, it caused the chemical coating to change color. When the chemical tube was
retrieved, the depth was determined by measuring the height that the water had risen in the
tube by observing where the chemical coating had changed color. Figure 11 shows a chemical
sounding tube.

Figure 11

Chemical sounding tube

The chemical sounding tubes gave a more accurate depth reading than the sounding machine
lead. The sounding machine’s accuracy was influenced by the speed of the ship. The officer of
the watch had to take the depth reading given to him and enter it into a table which had
various ship speeds. The table used a calculation to compensate for the ship speed. By using a
chemical sounding tube, a more accurate reading could be compared to the table results to
calibrate the machine’s readings. The chemical sounding tube reading could also be used to
verify the readings obtained with the hand-held sounding lead. The chemical sounding tubes
were expensive so were only used to verify depth readings obtained by other means.

Conclusion
This article has sought to explain the structure and operation of the Kelvin Mark IV sounding
machine. The details were only broadly outlined. For more specific information, two
appendices follow. The first is the original 1907 patent of the Kelvin and James White Ltd. Mark
IV motorized sounding machine. The second is from the Bluejackets Manual/United States
Navy (1917 edition).
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Appendix I
1907 British Patent of the Motorized Kelvin Mark IV Sounding Machine
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Appendix II
Excerpt from The Bluejacket’s Manual/United States Navy (1917 edition)

